
Written Expression Embossed Writing Paper-  This “raised 
lined” paper can be utilized with 
students who have a visual impairment, 
who have motor difficulties, or who have 
difficulty staying within the lines while 
writing.  The lines on each sheet of 
paper are “raised” in order to enable the 
student to “feel” each line and stay 
within the lines while writing.  This 
paper also allows the teacher to provide 
a tactile approach to writing. 
(American Printing House)

Beginner’s Writing Paper-(upper &lower 
case/manuscript and cursive) 
This bold print and bold lined paper is 
designed to be utilized with students who 
need to see a “visual model” of letters of 
the alphabet while learning to write.  
This paper is appropriate for students 
who are in the lower primary grades, 
students who are visually impaired, 
students who have visual memory 
difficulties, students who have visual 
discrimination or visual perceptual 
difficulties. 
(American Printing House)



Letter Writing Guides-The letter 
writing guide is a template that is 
designed to be utilized with students who 
have difficulty writing between the 
lines.  The writing template is placed 
over a piece of standard notebook paper,  
this then allows the student to write 
between the lines without difficulty.  
The template may be utilized with any 
student who has difficulty staying 
between the lines while writing. 
(Carolyn’s).

Low Profile Slant Boards
Ideal for classroom and home use 
Low profile spring clip holds paper tight 
Designed for independent use by student 
Lightweight,easy to care for plastic 
Non - slip pads on bottom 
Convenient "cut - out" carry handle 20 
degree angle is ideal for writing and 
reading offers positioning benefits for 
the eyes, neck, shoulders, trunk, arm and 
hand.  Facilitates proper wrist 
positioning for writing. Low Profile Clip 
allows for easy carrying and storage
New mini size takes up less space
(Pocket Full of Therapy)



20/20 Pens- These bold ink pens are 
utilized for students who have difficulty 
visually discriminating or visually 
perceiving standard ink.  These pen may 
be utilized with students who need high 
visual contrast, students who cannot 
read standard ink, students who are 
visually impaired, or students who have 
visual discrimination or visual perception 
problems. (LS&S)

Anti-roll Crayons-Each of these 8 
crayons has one flat plane so it does not 
roll off of a desktop.  They can be used 
with students who have motor or visual 
difficulties. (Paul’s Teacher’s Pet)

PENCIL GRIPS
When using a pencil grip,encourage the 
child to hold the pencil grip or pencil 
using the pinch, pinch and pillow method 
or the tip pad of thumb and index finger 
and the side of the middle finger.

Tri-go pencil grip-These new plastic 
grips are designed for quick and easy 
use. There are three molded holes where 
fingers set, the biggest hole is for the 
thumb. Holes allows fingers to touch the 
pencil for greater tactile input. This can 
easily be used by lefties or 
righties(Therapy Shop)

Stetro pencil grip- These grips are 
plastic grips that are designed for right 
and left handers.  Slide the stetro on a 
standard sized pencil with the arrow by 
the star pointing downward. Right 
handers place your thumb on the star 
with the first two fingers placed in the 



other 2 indentations. Left handers put 
their index finger on the star. (Paul’s 
Teacher’s Pet)

The Grip-Put on a standard size pencil 
so that the small end is toward the 
point.  You may need to stand it on a 
hard surface with the pointed side up.  
Right handers place thumb on the side 
marked R and left handers place their 
thumb on the side marked L and the other 
two fingers are placed on the other 
indentations as described above. 
(Therapy Shoppe)

Alphasmart 3000*- is a portable 
keyboard that lets students enter and 
edit text, then transfer it easily to a 
Macintosh or PC for formatting and 
printing.  This is an ideal keyboard for 
students who have writing problems.  It 
is also a low cost way for teachers who 
never have enough classroom computers. 
(Alpha smart) 

Talking Word processing computer 
program*-As students enter text this 
program can speak each letter, word, 
and/or sentence providing auditory 
feedback.  It also provides spell check 
with auditory output.  This is ideal for 
beginning writers and students with 
written expression difficulties.
(Don Johnston & Intellitools)


